Known experiments with the path-entangled photon pairs are considered under more general conditions widely broadening the domain of used bases. Starting from equally-weighted superposition and symmetric beam-splitters in the initial setup, we insert the new elementsabsorptive plates, and in addition, admit arbitrary beam-splitters. The first innovation allows one to monitor the nonlocal superposition amplitudes, thus varying the entanglement strength from maximal to zero. The second one enables the experimenter to vary the amplitudes of local interferences. The generalized scheme reveals an interesting effect: the local coherence observed for independent photons disappears completely already at infinitesimally weak entanglement between them. Mathematically, it turns out to be a discontinuous function of entanglement strength. The same rules are unveiled for a quite different systemspin-entangled fermion pair. The conclusion is made that coherence transfer is a complicated phenomenon with common features for all entangled systems.
Introduction
In the first three sections we discuss the behavior of a pair of path-entangled photons A and B. Each pair (AB), which we can call a bi-photon, is produced by a source S in the equallyweighted entangled superposition of the two paths ( Fig.1) . At the zero net momentum, A and B fly in the opposite directions along either path. We discuss three different, albeit related, cases.
Sec. 1 describes the simplest case without beam-splitters (BS). Sec. 2 considers the case with BS studied by J. G Rarity, P. R. Tapster [1] and Z. Ou, X. Zou, L. Wang, L.Mandel [2] . Following A. Hobson [3] [4] [5] , we will refer to their experiments as RTO. The BS make the two superposed states of the bi-photon interfere, with relative phase between the states monitored by phase shifters A  and B  .
Sec. 3 analyses the generalized setup with two innovations. First, we allow each BS to be asymmetric. This enables the experimenter to vary the amplitudes of local interferences. Second, we insert a new element -absorptive plates (AP). This allows one to monitor the superposition amplitudes of the entangled pair thus extending the initial scheme onto the whole Hilbert space H for the two-path arrangement. Such extension, in turn, unveils new features in the local-global coherence relationship.
Sec. 4 compares the results with characteristics of a spin-entangled electron pair measured in an arbitrary basis [6] . Comparison shows that coherence transfer from local to global scale must be a fundamental effect common for all composite entangled systems. The coherence itself, while changing continuously with entanglement strength on the global scale, is discontinuous on the local level.
Basic results are summarized in the Conclusion. 3 paths 1 and 2 can make an arbitrary angle in physical space V, the corresponding states 1 and 2 are orthogonal, 1 For an entangled bi-photon, it is convenient to denote its eigenstates as
where each ket on the right is just a shorthand for the respective direct product on the left, with the first argument standing for A and the secondfor B (similar notations will be used in the text for other direct products and respective probabilities). Then a bi-photon created by S and passed through the phase-shifters under the above conditions is in a state
(the immaterial common factor B i e  in the right equation can be disregarded).
Each superposition in (1.1) and the one in (1.3) is equally-weighted. In Sec. 3 we will generalize (1.3) to arbitrary amplitudes (within the normalization condition), which will widely expand the domain of informative observations. The setup in Fig.1 entails that each photon acts as an indicator for its counterpart: a click in 1A informs us about click in 1B, and similarly for path 2. Such identical outcomes can be called (+)correlations [6] . In this respect (1.3) is similar, e.g., to an entangled electron pair (bi-fermion) in a triplet state   Below we distinguish the entangled states by path as in [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . But in either case the postmeasurement prediction about the other particle is deterministic rather than probabilistic. This is the main feature of any measurement performed in the basis in which the system was prepared (its proper basis). Therefore we can classify setup of Fig. 1 as the proper basis of our bi-photon.
The RTO experiments
The RTO experiments with state (1.3) show how the entanglement alters the single photon interference. The crucial element for observing it is the BS-s at the crossings of the paths (Fig.2 With BS in place, there is no longer one-to-one correspondence between detector and a photon path to it, so labeling a detector by the path number would be misleading. Therefore we denote detectors in According to [3] [4] [5] , in   , MN-basis the probability of    -correlations with both photons found in their respective M -detectors is equal to that of finding both in N -detectors:
where  includes possible phase factors other than
 . And there also appear the above-
The results (2.1, 2) are obtained for equally-weighted superposition (1.3) and symmetric BS. This is a special case creating the respective interference patterns with maximal contrast. Accordingly, only dependence on phase shifts was studied in bothlocal and global interference patterns.
Next section generalizes the case to arbitrary superposition amplitudes and asymmetric BS.
Generalized scheme: bi-photon in an arbitrary basis
Here we consider a thought experiment opening a broader view of the whole phenomenon. First, we insert an absorptive plate (AP) 1 in each path ( Fig. 3 ). For an independent photon, say, on side A, this will extend case (1.1) to arbitrary (normalized) amplitudes Here and farther in the text, any symbol with tilde like q will denote complex amplitude. In these notations, bothp and qcan be considered real positive. Fig. 3 . The setup for a thought experiment generalizing RTO.
MA
The additional elements -APallow monitoring the superposition amplitudes along paths 1 and 2. Farther monitoring can be achieved by allowing BS to be asymmetric. 6 With AP inserted as shown, the amplitudes in (3.1) are measured by discarding all cases with no clicks. All other outcomes in the absence of BS collapse state (3.1) to clicking of detector 1A or 2A with respective probabilities 2 p or 2 q . Denoting transmission amplitudes of 1AP and 2AP as 1 T and 2 T , respectively, and introducing the ratio The second generalization involves BS. Assuming them identical like in [3] [4] [5] , we allow each to be asymmetric [7, 8] (such BS are also needed for studies of (path distinguishability -coherence) duality [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] ,
Then the inverse transformation can be written as
RR (3.8) or, discarding the immaterial factor 1 () D  R :
Maximally asymmetric BS with 1 tt   give, in view of (3.5-7), Fig.3 is a two-sided mirror. Now click in M would indicate path 2 and click in Npath 1. Either limit leaves only (+)correlated outcomes taking us back to "which path" information in Sec.1 and thus can also be considered as the proper basis for the initial state.
For arbitrary , rt , consulting with Fig. 3 The interference patterns for some (+) correlations (3.17) are shown in Fig.4 . The graphs for () w 
The contrast in (3.21, 22) is, as mentioned above, maximal at 1   when Eq-s (3.17 -19) reduce to (2.1, 2) . By terminology used in [6] , changing  from 1   weakens the entanglement by making one of the superposed states in (3.4) more probable than the other, thus bringing each particle closer to a definite state. The contrasts ( , ) Unlike the special case of RTO, the two probabilities are generally different. The same results hold for photon B as well, which will allow us to drop the label A in (3.23, 24) . In either case, the difference between the local probabilities is
The visibility is 0 V= in any local pattern, so there is no local interference for the photons when entangled. An interesting feature of the generalized scheme is the revelation that not only maximal but even an arbitrarily weak entanglement completely "kills" local coherence.
Mathematically, local coherence is absent in all domain of  ,  and can emerge only for disentangled pair. In other words, it is a discontinuous function of entanglement strength. The term "disentangled" must be used with care in this context. We have here two kinds of disentanglement. Consider again the simplest case of 2-D subspace of H (Eq. (3.4) ). Eventually, state (3.4) gets disentangled to 1,1 in the limit   or to 2, 2 in the limit 0   . But there is still no local self-interference in either case. The system keeps memory of its entangled origin, which is imprinted in the correlations remaining in each limit. Therefore it could be called disentangled in some restricted sense. The second kind of disentanglement is a bi-photon created as a direct product of individual states Summarizing this part, we say that the BS eliminate the "which path" information, thus inviting local interference; but entanglement kills the sensitivity to local phases while sensitizing the system to global phase difference between A and B. The result is the transfer from local to global coherence of the bi-photon for any values of  . The whole phenomenon depends, according to (3.10), on the interplay between   , pqand   , rt. "Playing" with amplitudes and phases reveals some new features of momentum-entangled bi-photon. The most subtle (and fascinating) feature is that degree of coherence, while being continuous function of  ,  on the global side ( Fig.5) , is discontinuous on the local level. Already infinitesimally weak entanglement ( 0   or  ) totally eliminates the local coherence.
Spin-entangled bi-fermion
In this section we show the similarities between momentum-entangled bi-photon and spinentangled bi-fermion. We consider particles with spin 1/2 and the individual eigenstates  (spin-up) and  (spin down) in the Z S -basis and assume they are produced in pairs with definite net spin component Z S [6] . Denoting superposition amplitudes as in (3.4), we have general expression for an entangled AB-pair with 0 Z S  :
and 22 1 pq  (4.1)
The relative weight of the superposed states is given here by the same ratio 22 / pq   as in (3.11) , so state (4.1) is maximally entangled at 1   . The entanglement weakens as  increases or decreases from 1   . In the limit 0   or  , (4.1) reduces to only one term, the entanglement vanishes, each particle acquires its own state, but these individual states remain strictly    correlated in the Z S -basis.
Monitoring the amplitudes , pq of state (4.1) is physically different from the bi-photon case, but the principle may be the same. We assume each pair produced in an equally-weighted superposition, as in case (1.3) for a bi-photon. The emerging bi-lepton can be monitored by inserting a single AP on one side, say, A, but now the plate absorbs fermions rather than photons, and its transmission amplitudes must be different for states  and  . Denote them as 1 T and 2 T , respectively, and discard all outcomes with A-lepton absorbed. Then we obtain for remaining ensemble (4.1)
In a similar way we find the analogy between inserting BS in RTO and changing basis in a spin-entangled pair. Suppose we switch to a basis s e along some direction e characterized by 13 the polar angle  and azimuth  in the Bloch sphere [6, [14] [15] [16] [17] . Let e and e be the respective eigenstates. Then, by the rules of representing spin on the Bloch sphere, we will have The inverse transformation is (4.5) This is analogous to (3.5), (3.9 
P P P
). Unlike (3.13, 15, 17) , here the two (  )correlations have different probabilities, whereas chances for both (+)correlations are the same. The reason is that (3.1), in contrast to (4.1), represents bi-photon as superposition of ()  correlated states.
Just as we did in (3.11, 12) In view of (4.4), parameter  here can be represented as They are mathematically identical to (3.21, 22 ) except for swapping between  P and  P due to above-mentioned turnover of correlations for considered systems. 15 Now, in the same way as we did in Sec.3 for a bi-photon, we calculate the local probabilities, say, for lepton A to wind up in This is identical to (3.23, 24) . Local probabilities turn out to be phase-independent, so selfinterference disappears even at an arbitrarily weak entanglement. The local coherence exists only for a totally disentangled system.
Conclusions
The presented analysis shows close similarity between the interference patterns in totally different physical systemsspin-entangled fermions and momentum-entangled photons. The comparison allows us to predict the same experimental results for both types of a bipartite. Specifically, the experiments using AP and asymmetric BS must show the results (3.13, 15, 17) for bi-photons and (4. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] for bi-fermions. They must also show that already infinitesimally weak entanglement completely eliminates local coherence.
